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THE PROPOSED DESIGNATION OF AN ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT ZONE IN THE
EAST END
1. Introduction
Economic Empowerment Zone – A designated area where special plans and policies are implemented in
order to relieve hardship or economic disadvantage or to assist disadvantaged persons or groups to
achieve equal opportunity.
Throne Speech 2005 – The Government also believes and the Social Agenda requires that an Economic
Empowerment Zone be developed in North Hamilton and elsewhere to encourage and protect often
overlooked entrepreneurs.
A project was undertaken by the Economic Empowerment Zone (EEZ) Agency to develop and
formalize partnerships with community organizations, businesses, residents and other stakeholders in
the East End to create and implement a plan for addressing the socio-economic and physical issues
relative to this area in Bermuda. By using the methods of conducting one-on-one interviews, public
meetings, market research, surveys, walk-abouts, etc. as a means of information gathering,
recommendations could be made to the Minister of Finance to establish an eastern EEZ. This report’s
purpose is to provide evidence to substantiate that a designated EEZ is needed in the East End and can
be implemented to suit the unique challenges and opportunities that exist there.
The East End was the first recognized settlement in Bermuda and its beginnings date back to
1609 when the Sea Venture bound for Jamestown, Virginia got shipwrecked off the eastern most coast
of the island. The Town of St. George was birthed and in a relatively short amount of time the major
economic hub of the island was formed and preserved until the 1800’s. A chronological progression of
the economic development of the East End will be looked at and the eye-opening observations made of
the rise and fall of commerce there analyzed.
Cruise ships have been an integral part of the economy in St. George’s since the 1930’s. Crew
and passengers have provided lucrative business for the retail stores, attractions and the Corporation of
St. George when they made frequent stops at Penno’s Wharf or Ordinance Island during the peak
tourism season. The last decade has seen a steady decline in the number of dockings made by the cruise
ships to the East End which has culminated to there being no ships scheduled to be berthed there in the
upcoming 2010 cruising season. This report will reveal the socio-economic impact of this industry on the
Town, future projections for its short-term positive influence, bleak prospects for its long-term
sustainability and its effect on the surrounding area.
Many subjective opinions of the visitors and locals that visit the Town and their spending habits
are made by the people who live and work in the East End. Those viewpoints are important but cannot
stand alone in diagnosing the challenges that face businesses, organizations and residents. Empirical
evidence is needed to give a well-rounded and fact based argument to give grounds for the need of an
EEZ. By way of surveys of locals and visitors, with the application of demographic data obtained from
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statistical reports produced by the Statistical Department a picture is revealed of the human landscape
that provides a backdrop for strategizing and implementing economic programs to provide a lift to the
East End to ensure that in the years to come it is as vibrant a place as anywhere else on the island to live
and work.
‘Quality of Life’ is a theme that will be found woven throughout this report because it is a term
that bests describes the outcome of policies and programs that can be implemented to create
empowerment amongst disadvantaged persons or groups. It was found that true empowerment cannot
be gained by economic means only. A more holistic approach is needed that will embrace three
additional components of empowerment which are; physical, social and spiritual. These three pillars of
empowerment along with economic were specifically addressed in the public meetings and categorized
into ‘Challenges’ and ‘Opportunities’ in the East End.
From the data compiled a recommendation is made for the physical boundaries within the East
End that will make up the EEZ. Also included are ten recommendations, not exhaustive by any means,
suggested by stakeholders and solutions derived from analytical observations to improve the
community’s economic outlook.
Throughout this report there will be a “What does it all mean?” question asked after each
section in an attempt to translate information gathered into easily understood trends, observations and
conclusions that can be the building blocks for designing an economic strategy for the East End to be
implemented in conjunction with the designation. At the end of the report will be found an appendix
that lists the source documents used to produce these findings.
In the midst of the bad news such as the closure in the Town of the iconic restaurant ‘Carriage
House’ and the east branch of the local retail chain ‘Makin Waves’ there is reason for hope. A fish
market is due to open shortly at the former ‘Crisson’s’ outlet on York Street and the Western Union
store plans to set up shop in one of the recently vacated buildings in the Town. What is significant about
these two operations is that they are businesses that will cater to the residents primarily that live in the
east as opposed to another visitor centred enterprise, which suggests that there are people realizing
that the economic base of the Town needs to be widened. By reading to the end of this report one
should get a better understanding of the issues that face the East End and the incredibly bright future
that awaits its residents if there is sufficient cooperation and involvement by the key stakeholders into
lending their combined knowledge, commitment and resources to ensuring its economic sustainability.
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2. History of the Economic Development in the East End
The parish of St. George’s has the distinction of being the first settlement which was colonized
on the island back in 1609. It was there on St. Catherine’s Beach that a wayward vessel, the Sea Venture,
Bermuda’s first cruise ship, landed. Ironically, the current economic health of the East End depends a
great deal on the safe passage of cruise ships. When studying the economic development of the East
End from a historical context, one can see that the East End had to re-invent itself several times through
the last four centuries.
There are varying opinions that abound that gives a physical description of what is meant by the
term ‘East End’. For some, the East End is anywhere east of ‘Swing Bridge’. Others view it as including
the greater St. George’s area as well as St. David’s only. Then there are those who even widen the
boundaries of that term to include Tucker’s Town and the Bailey’s Bay area as well. But when taking a
look of the East End from a historical perspective one must consider all land east of the Causeway and to
some extent Tucker’s Town. These were the areas initially inhabited and that surrounded the major
economic hub of the island, at least until the capital of Bermuda was moved from the Town of St.
George to the City of Hamilton in 1815. A timeline from its early days highlighting the important events
that took place, until the present time is helpful in understanding the economic evolution resulting in St.
George’s as we know it today. These momentous events will assist us in better understanding the
people that have lived in this area for generations. St. Georgians have been resilient throughout our
island’s tumultuous history and its fight for survival will serve its residents well during its current 21st
century challenges.

A Chronological Outline of Economic Progression in the East End
1609

The Sea Venture lands at St. Catherine’s Beach with Sir George Somers amongst 150 survivors.

Statue of Sir George Somers by Desmond Fountain
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1612

Richard Moore arrives with 50 settlers on the ship Plough financed by the Virginia Company to
establish St. George’s as a Town. This company became the Somers Isle Company and it traded
merchandise such as tobacco in exchange for munitions. The Town of St. George was the centre
of trade and commerce until 1815. On-island currency developed called ‘Hog money’.

1616

St. George’s Parish deemed public land, set aside for officers of the Somer’s Isle Company while
the rest of the eight parishes were made into private property. St. David’s Island is distinct from
St. George’s and is inhabited around the same time as the Town. It was named St. David’s by
one of the early settlers, who knew about St. David the patron saint of Wales.

1619

Governor Nathaniel Butler is responsible for building forts, St. Peter’s Church and the State
House. Planters would bring their tobacco products to the Town in November and December
for inspection and shipment to England. The governor and his assembly would pass laws to
receive taxes and regulate economic activity.

The Old State House (Bermuda’s oldest building)
1680

Continuous docking and storage facilities made available along the south side of Water Street.
An exclusive arrangement until 1710 when loading and unloading of goods could only be done in
the Town

1683

The afore-mentioned public lands in St. George’s were then permanently granted to its
occupants for free, provided that they replace their wooden houses with stone edifices (An
early form of economic empowerment). The Somer’s Isle Company is disbanded and the Crown
takes legal responsibility for the colony. The settlers turn to shipbuilding and sailing the seas
searching for commerce and plunder (better known as privateering). During this time the
‘Bermuda Sloop’ was invented and rose to international acclaim.

1701

Governor Benjamin Bennett issues 113 grants – “For the Encouragement of Building and Enlarging the
Towne of St. George” – which encouraged St. Georgians to invest their profits from trade into
building stone houses (Another economic policy offered to encourage investment for capital
improvements).

1710

The restriction for loading and unloading of goods to the Town exclusively was lifted which
allowed goods unloaded elsewhere to avoid the watchful eyes of the government which would
6

have levied taxes on the goods. Therefore merchants who received their goods elsewhere were
able to undersell their competitors in the Town and put them at a disadvantage.
1758

Governor William Popple decided to sell the land outright which surrounded the Town (The Cut,
Ferry Reach) which had previously been public lands, as a response to the inequitable conditions
facing the East End traders that resulted due to merchants being able to trade at alternate docks
all over the island.

1776

The start of the American Revolution created an economic boom in the East End due to the
influx of expatriates as a consequence of the war. These expats were made up of persons loyal
to the Crown who were forced from their homes; British troops out of New York on the island to
protect from U.S. invasion; Prisoners (French, US, Spanish, Dutch) taken during privateering
excursions. This created a home grown market for the merchants.

1793

A rival town, the City of Hamilton was formed. So this newly created military/expat market
made up for the losses that were forthcoming once the capital was moved to Hamilton later in
1815.

1794

Murray’s Anchorage became the first military facility and the number of British infantry doubled
the population in St. George’s. Local merchants abandoned their overseas trading and
concentrated on serving the military. From a social aspect these immigrants brought many
diseases, namely typhoid fever and an increase in violent crimes.

1795

Free black community formed. Ex slaves flock to St. George’s because jobs are plentiful and
there were opportunities for them to learn a trade. First black man (Pilot James Darrell) was able
to purchase a house.

1797

Formation of the Corporation of St. George’s. It was responsible for creating municipal by-laws
for governing within the Town boundaries, founding a market, building a public wharf, Town
Hall and cleaning up the streets.

1806

There are 147 of 717 (20%) blacks free in St. George’s, compared to only 5.4% of blacks free in
other parishes on the island. By 1833 45% of blacks were free. The homes owned by blacks were
scattered around the Town, which was evidence of a certain level of integration.

1815

The capital of Bermuda officially moved from the Town of St. George to the City of Hamilton.

1861

The start of the American Civil War which launched the beginning of a very prosperous period in
the Town. The southern states of the US traded their cotton through Bermuda to the British for
munitions, while the Northern Union soldiers would use St. George’s as a port in their mission to
blockade ships and supplies getting to the confederate armies. St. George’s merchants made a
fortune by renting their storage space on the wharfs.
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1879

St. David’s Lighthouse built. Prior to it being built, St. David Islanders would lure ships with lights
to come too close into the reefs. Once shipwrecked, the islanders would plunder them.

St. David’s Lighthouse
1880

East Enders begins to shift their overseas trading commodities to exporting onions, Easter lilies
and potatoes. In addition, the residents of St. David’s flourished in fishing, turtling and piloting,
since most of them had to be transported around St. David’s island by boat.

1906

The St. George’s Hotel (currently the St. George’s Club) opened, accommodating 150 guests.
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1911

The advent of the Tourism industry – 27,000 visitors come to Bermuda. By 1935 the island will
see an influx of 35,000 visitors.

1930

The Mid-Ocean Club is built in Tucker’s Town catering to the elite traveler. The arrival of cruise
ships to the Town of St. George.

Mid Ocean Club House Hotel in the 1930’s
1931

The Castle Harbour Hotel opened.

A View from the Sea of the Old Castle Harbour Hotel in the 1930’s
1934

St. David’s Island connected to the main island.

1941

The British leased the base lands to the US involving almost the entire west half of St. David’s for
a 99 year lease. Many St. David islanders are displaced and only compensated two thirds of its
land value.

1973

The Holiday Inn Hotel opens.

1981

Loews Hotel operators purchase Holiday Inn Hotel.
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1985

Loews Hotel sold to Club Med operators. St. George’s Club built on the same site as the old St.
George’s Hotel.

1989

Club Med Hotel closed for good.

1995

The 1,042 acre US Naval Air Station at St. David’s returned to Bermuda. Marriot Castle Harbour
Hotel closed its doors

2009

Tucker’s Point Hotel & Spa opens with 100 rooms at the former Marriot Castle Harbour site.

What does it all mean?








The East End has prospered significantly when there has been an influx of ‘outsiders’ into the
area that can create a homegrown market. This can be seen during the two American wars that
occurred in the 18th and 19th century when soldiers were stationed in the Town. Even later,
when the US Naval Annex was designated in St. David’s, their arrival brought income to property
owners in the form of higher rental charges, which consequently increased the value of their
homes. Supporting businesses that catered to the US troops sprung up providing opportunities
for jobs and small businesses.
Throughout their history it can be seen that St. Georgians were never in a position to have
control over the decision making that would impact their future. The Crown confiscated land it
deemed appropriate at the expense of the residents. Its status as the capital of Bermuda was
abruptly taken from them. Even today when as a World Heritage Site it can boast being the one
spot on this island that can draw tourists from all corners of the world on its own merit,
Dockyard has been deemed the ‘Golden Child’, evidenced by the millions of dollars invested in
its infrastructure.
It is clear that the East End has been reactionary in its economic development. When the
sources of their revenue were stripped from their hands, the residents would passively wait for
another industry to wash up on their shores to save the day. This was indicative of that day 400
years ago when the Sea Venture ‘washed up on’ St. Catherine’s Beach. A good example is the
time back in 1815 when the capital of Bermuda was moved to the city of Hamilton. Through no
planning of their own, the East End economy was propped up by the influx of military forces
from overseas, when their status as a major economic hub ended.
The East Enders can be proud as they could be seen as progressive and liberal in their thinking.
There were more free blacks that were homeowners than any other parish on the island prior to
the emancipation of slavery. They have proven down through the years to resist the traditional
and conservative mindset of the establishment and status quo. St. Georgians were known to
have provided munitions for the rebellious Americans during the American Revolution as well as
the confederate armies during the American Civil War. Their history also reveals that they
skirted as a community the outer limits of the law by being involved in the adventurous life of
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privateers. So they can be seen as risk-takers, open to new ideas and opportunities for new
business.
Prior to the 20th century the major industries involved seafaring activities and agriculture. We
can call these ‘fall back’ enterprises that can always be picked up when commercial businesses
that were not natural to the East End trade failed. In today’s economy agriculture is an industry
that can no longer be sustainable due to the transformation of open space into buildings and
developed land. But industries that revolve around the sea like fishing and yachting are still
viable pursuits that can be considered in preparing for its future.
The timeline reveals that the 1930’s ushered in a new industry that represents the greatest
revenue driver in the parish that exists, in a scaled down version, even to this day. It was in that
decade that we see the first cruise ships docked in the Town, the building of the Mid-Ocean Club
and the Castle Harbour Hotel in Tucker’s Town and the important linkage made between St.
David’s Island and the main land by the building of the Causeway. The East End was no longer
separate from the rest of the island and could legitimately lay claim to being the’ Tourism
Capital’ of the island. It was the one two punch of cruise ships and hotels that buoyed the
economy in those times and which served them well as far along as the early 1990’s. Combine
this with a US naval base that provided several thousand troops and their families, it is clear that
the East End merchants had a captive audience north of 4,000 persons, not Bermudian, on any
given day.
As we look at the economic development of the East End down through the years we find a
simple formula for its success. Find ways to generate human traffic through the Town in large
numbers and commerce will take care of itself. The townspeople continue to project the same
request to entities outside of the Town, government, cruise ships and hotels “Send us tourists
and we will cater to their need for visitor goods & services.”

The Economic Impact of Hotels in the East End
Many residents in the Town and the surrounding areas as far west as Tucker’s Town would
suggest that it was the closing of the two major hotels in the East End that marked its economic decline.
The 340 room Club Med Hotel closed in 1989, having a devastating impact on the region in the form of
lost jobs, lost visitors to the Town and subsequent loss in small businesses whose lifeblood derived from
its doors being opened. Six years later the Marriot Castle Harbour suffered a similar demise, creating a
domino effect on all tourist related businesses in the area, which still is felt today. Why did these major
hotels fail, were their issues exclusive to the East End and what lessons were learned from these two
resorts that can be put to use in the re-development of these properties and others in the future?
Both properties maintained their ‘Tourism Zone’ status after its closure and there never was an
alternative use considered for either. Today the former Marriott Castle Harbour has been transformed
to the magnificent five star Tucker’s Point Hotel & Spa with its adjoining Private Residence Club. It caters
to the high net worth traveler, who can invest into the property and gain partial ownership. This concept
creates a natural repeat visitor to the island and its profile is well suited for the affluent and wealthy
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status that Bermuda has attained. These are early days yet but it appears to be a winning formula and
proof positive that the current owners/managers have learnt from the mistakes of the past.
In contrast, the Club Med Hotel has never re-opened its doors but has had no shortage in suitors
looking to redevelop this property. The Bermuda Government owns the land and has leased it to the
three hotel management companies during its almost 20 years of existence as a hotel entity up until
1989. Although this property and the Marriott Castle Harbour were similar in size, economic significance
to the East End and operational style, it is the Club Med Hotel which is a case study in worst practices for
ensuring the failure of a hotel in Bermuda.

Club Med before the Implosion
There is a popular saying that suggests if one fails to learn mistakes of the past, he is bound to
repeat them in the future. The most successful hotels on the island tend to be the ones that have a
majority local ownership for the simple fact that they have a vested interest in its longevity and
sustainability. The Club Med Hotel not only consisted of majority ownership that was foreign but its
company culture and language was alien to Bermuda as well. The parent company of the Club Med
chain incorporated as a public company back in 1957 and was headquartered in France. It boasts over
90,000 beds, in 140 vacation villages, scattered through 35 countries. This brand services the leisure and
business traveler and most of its hotels are located in Europe. This information is important because it
illustrates how different a corporate entity was in respect to its location. A Club Med Hotel was doomed
to fail in Bermuda just as sure as a fish would die on dry land.
The Club Med Hotel was an “Adult Only” resort that provided nude or clothing optional facilities
for its guests. A hyper conservative place like Bermuda, in a traditional historical Town like St. George,
chafed at the very idea of this concept. The attractiveness of this brand was due in part to its low room
rates and its free-wheeling entertainment atmosphere coupled with the incredible service levels
requiring four to five times as many employees as a regular hotel. The high cost of operating in Bermuda
12

could never sustain its viability. Bermuda and more specifically the East End did not have enough people
that could readily adapt to the Club Med culture at a lower pay scale, so foreign workers had to be
imported, which caused strained relations with the labour union of the day. One could delve deeper into
the structure of the hotel, its distance from the beach and the challenges it had with leasing the
property from the government of the day as reasons for its ultimate demise but the deck was stacked
heavily against its long term survival early in the game.
Presently, an agreement has been made between the government and Bazarian International to
develop this property into a $294 million luxury hotel with Park Hyatt as the hotel operators. There will
be a pure hotel component of 100 rooms and suites, 140 condominiums and a 40 unit luxury Hyatt
Residence Club. In addition, there will be a 12,000 square foot spa and fitness centre, five restaurants
and bars, extensive meeting and function space and a staff housing facilities. It promises to bring jobs,
both managerial and line staff, along with supporting small businesses that will be started as a result.
The townspeople are anxiously waiting the completion of the development of this hotel and golf course
which was scheduled to be completed by 2012.
The future of the East End as a tourist attraction is dependent on the success of both these
hotels and the ability of the Town to cater to the demands of this captive audience in the areas of retail,
food & beverage and entertainment. The mistakes of the past cannot be repeated and the need to have
a local interest involved in a major way in their management is critical. Tucker’s Point has proven that
this formula works. It remains to be seen whether the new operators, Park Hyatt will follow suit. The
future economic viability of the East End depends on it.
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3. The Socio-economic Impact of Cruise Ships in St. George’s
Since the dawn of the booming tourism industry in Bermuda in the early 20th century, the Town
of St. George has been one of the foremost attractions for visitors to see. Having a cruise ship dock on
Ordinance Island or Penno’s Wharf gave the Town a captive audience to showcase their wares and give
each visitor a taste of old Bermuda as it is designated a World Heritage Site. Not just the cruise ship
passengers but also the crew members were counted on to contribute to the Town’s economy and for
decades its presence assured the Town’s vibrancy. But as we will see in a table below the frequency of
dockings in the Town’s port by these cruise ships has been declining steadily and with it the revenue
generated for businesses and taxes for the Corporation of St. George. One cannot contemplate the
economic future of the East End without dedicating considerable time discussing the cruise ship’s
impact on the Town.
The Town of St. George’s, as a former capital of Bermuda, has been a focal point of commerce
and history in Bermuda which has been a tribute to its ambiance as a bustling and historic Town. With
this as a backdrop, we can take a look at the impact of the loss of tourists to the Town due to the drop
off of cruise ship business in St. Georges and the loss of a major hotel. The closing of this hotel, whose
last operator was the Club Med Management Company, contributed to the fall off of human traffic to
the Town. But for this paper, attention will be put on the impact of the spending patterns and interest
in the Town held by its overseas visitors arriving by ship. Here’s where Mr. Larry Jacob, cruise ship
consultant to the government’s knowledge of the decision making that went on behind the loss of a
cruise ship to the Town and the subsequent attempt to remedy this problem by the corporation of St
Georges and the government, will prove to be extremely helpful.

The Arrival of Cruise Ships
Cruise ships have been coming to Bermuda and more specifically to the Town of St George since
the 1930’s. In 1962, 60,000 of Bermuda’s 192, 000 visitors were cruise ship passengers which
represented 32% of the total visitor arrivals. In comparison, the 2008 statistics reveal, of the 519,728
total visitors to the island, 256,115 were cruise ship passengers representing 50% of total visitor arrivals.
Over the last 5 years we have seen the percentage increase of cruise ship passengers visit at a
significantly high rate year on year than what was observed almost 50 years ago. The increased
percentage of cruise ship passengers to total visitors between 1960 and 2004 was 12% compared to
2004 to 2007 increasing by 8%.
YEAR

TOTAL ARRIVALS

1960
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

192,000
477,750
516,846
583,413
635,299
519,728

CRUISE
PASSENGERS
60,000
206,133
247,259
284,440
329,750
256,115

% OF CRUISE PASS
TO TOT ARRIVALS
32%
44%
48%
49%
52%
50%

% INCREASE YEAR
ON YEAR
12%
4%
1%
3%
-2%
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A trend can now be observed where when air arrivals drop off, the shortfall of visitors is made up with
the cruise ship passengers. This translates into a great potential for the St. George’s port.
Back then the Corporation of St. George complained that Hamilton was getting the best pick of
the cruise ship crop but the Tourism Board (formerly named the Trade Development Board) insisted that
the St Georgians should do something themselves to create better services and attractions for the area.
The hotels were always suspicious of the cruise ships as they removed heads out of their beds but the
merchants on Front Street in Hamilton and on Water Street in St Georges welcomed their business.
First of all, we want to look at the present state of the cruise ship business in Bermuda and to
the Town of St. George’s in particular. The frequency of cruise ship dockings have decreased but what is
the full impact on the Town? As the table indicates below, the percentage decrease in cruise ship
dockings to the Town of St. George’s is greater than any other port on the island since 2007 (-59%).

PORT VISITS – JANUARY TO DECEMBER 2004 - 2008
PORT

2004
DOCKINGS
113
127
49
289

Hamilton
St. George
Dockyard
Total

2005
DOCKINGS
87
111
67
265

2006
DOCKINGS
79
106
97
282

2007
DOCKINGS
89
111
78
278

2008
DOCKINGS
13
46
77
136

% CHANGE
SINCE 2007
-85%
-59%
-1%
-51%

Cruise Ship Passenger Spending
The negative impact on the Town is less ships means less expenditure by visitors in the retail
stores, restaurants and attractions in the area. What we have learned from the Bermuda Department of
Tourism 2008 Cruise Arrivals Exit Study – Year End is that cruise visitor overall expenditure has
increased despite the fact that visitor arrivals have declined over the last 3 years. Passengers spent an
average of $142 to $143 while in Bermuda, a significant increase in per person spending over the past
three years. This number includes cruise passengers not included in the study.

TOTAL ESTIMATED CRUISE SHIP PASSENGER EXPENDITURE 2006 – 2008
Low estimate
High estimate

2006
$112 X 336, 024 visitors
= $37.7 Million
$134 X 336,299 visitors
= $45.1 Million

2007
$98 X 354,024 visitors
= $34.7 Million
$116 X 354,024 visitors
= $41.1 Million

2008
$142 X 286,408 visitors
= $40.8 Million
$143 X 286,408 visitors
= $41.1 Million

Conversely, the individual expenditure on popular activities such as meals in restaurants,
recreational activities and transportation in Bermuda and sightseeing has jumped up as well.
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Comparatively, the aircraft visitor’s per person ($1,053 - $1,281) expenditure is significantly
higher than the per person expenditure of the cruise ship visitor ($142 - $143). But we notice a trend
going in opposite directions where the expenditure of the cruise ship visitor is increasing while the
spending behavior of the aircraft visitor is decreasing. This supports the argument that equal attention
needs to be placed on catering to the needs of both visitor groups.

TOTAL ESTIMATED AIRCRAFT PASSENGER EXPENDITURE 2006 – 2008
Low Estimate
High Estimate

2006
$1,070 X 298,973
visitors = $320.0 Million
$1,277 X 298,973
visitors = $381.8 Million

2007
$1,211 X 305,549
visitors = $370.0 Million
$1,424 X 305,549
visitors = $435.1 Million

2008
$1,053 X 263,613
visitors = $277.7 Million
$1,281 X 263,613
visitors = $337.8 Million

Clothing items remain the most common type of general merchandise purchased followed by jewelry.
In fact, over the last three years the expenditure per person on these items remained consistently at $61
- $62.

AVERAGE PER-PERSON CRUISE PASSENGER EXPENDITURE 2006 - 2008
Meals in restaurants
Recreational activities
Transportation in Bda

2006
$17
$16
$37

2007
$16
$20
$17

2008
$21
$23
$33

As we look at the numbers of cruise ship visitors coming to the island, their spending
habits and how much they spend per person, what does that mean to St. George’s?
1. Passengers docked in St. George’s are more likely than passengers berthed at Dockyard to
report participation in on-island activities (82% vs. 73% respectively).
2. Shopping was more prevalent among passengers in St. George’s than any other port.
3. The Royal Naval Dockyard (#1) and the Town of St. George’s (#2) remain the most popular
places to visits compared to well known attractions like Horseshoe Bay, Crystal Caves and the
Bermuda Aquarium & Zoo.
4. High on the list of places within St. George’s to visit were Tobacco Bay and Fort St. Catherine’s.
5. On-island excursion packages were made in considerably higher numbers with passengers on
the NCL (berthed in St. George’s) compared to passengers on RCI (berthed in Dockyard)
6. The degree of satisfaction amongst passengers docked in St. George’s is higher than those in
Dockyard.
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Level of Satisfaction with Port of St. George
100%

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%

No Opinion

40%

Dissatisfied

30%

Mostly Satisfied

20%

Completely Satisfied

10%

0%

Level of Satisfaction with Port at Royal Navy Dockyard
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

No Opinion
Dissatisfied
Mostly Satisfied
Completely Satisfied

Choice of Transport
The preferred means of transportation for the cruise passengers in St. George’s was the bus
compared to the greater use of the ferry service in Dockyard. In declining order the next most popular
modes of transportation were taxi service, cycle rental and no use of public or private transportation at
all. Over the last six years the “complete satisfaction” rating given for bus service, ferry service and taxi
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service has been consistently at a very high level. The bus service’s lowest level was in 2003 at 72% but
has climbed consistently to peak at 84% in 2008. Meanwhile, the ferry and taxi service has generated a
“completely satisfied” rating that have regularly been in the mid 80’s to low 90’s range for these last six
years. More specifically, the rating for these three modes of transportation for passengers at the St.
George’s port, in the latest pole, is greater than 84%.

COMPLETE SATISFACTION WITH TRANSPORTATION SERVICE BY PORT 2008
Responses in %
Bus Service
Ferry Service
Taxi Service

St. George
84
84
88

Dockyard
84
91
95

Loss of Cruise Ships
As far back as 2003 the government was made to know that the cruise ship companies were
going to phase out the small cruise ships (500 – 650 ft) and market the bigger ships in their fleet (700 –
1100 ft). The dock at Penno's Wharf is large enough (not Ordinance Island) to facilitate the bigger ships
but the entrance way was not large enough for safe passage. In his role as consultant to the government
as it relates to cruise ships, Mr. Jacobs was tasked to find a way to facilitate these mega ships at all three
ports on the island.

MS Horizon Entering Town Cut in 1995
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Studies show that ‘Town Cut’, the entranceway into St. George’s Harbour needed to be
modified, which had serious environmental ramifications to consider. One of these studies
demonstrated that widening Town Cut would cause the waves to be great in St. George’s Harbour
during bad weather. The executives of the Corporation of St. George were not in favour of this
monumental change in the physical structure of Town Cut so alternative means were necessary.




Only allow small cruise ships (650 – 800 ft) to dock in the Town
Build a dock on the north shore (Murray’s Anchorage) and ferry the passengers into the Town
Build a larger dock in Dockyard and provide efficient transportation to St George’s

The strategy that the government had employed was to encourage as many small cruise ships as
possible to berth at Ordinance Island or Penno’s Wharf in St. Georges and build a second dock in
Dockyard.
At present, Norwegian Majesty, a 675 ft ship, numbering a maximum of 1486 passengers and 643 crew
members is due to make 21 visits to St George’s in the 2009 season. Typically this ship arrives on
Tuesdays at 2:00 pm and departs Friday at 11:30 am, allowing for a total of 3 days in port per week over
5 months (May – October). That is a significant drop-off from the 8 days of having ships in port per week
over 8 months (April – November) that was common place a few years ago.
Next season, Norwegian Majesty ‘s contract to berth at a port in St. George’s will end. The Veendam,
which is run by Holland America, is due to visit St. George’s 24 times in 2010 but will only be able to
drop anchor at Murray’s Anchorage. Passengers will then be ferried into the town. Feasibility studies
have been conducted and because of its size, 750 feet, it would hit the bottom as it makes its way
through Town Cut. Bermuda’s economy stands to lose $8 million and the government $2 million in
taxes.
Constructing a second pier in Dockyard had a few benefits;







There was sufficient real estate to build it
No destruction of the environment
Ferry service was aggressively expanded
Large numbers of passengers are transported to St. Georges because the ship makes its
passengers aware of the Town
Norwegian Cruise Line (NCL) is a major sponsor of the Music Fest
The Cruise Lines donate funds to the St. Georges Foundation

Visitors ferried to St George’s from their ship docked in Dockyard tend to spend more and usually have
lunch at the restaurants in the area. Unfortunately, retailers in St Georges are experiencing loss in
business from, in Mr. Jacobs view, a drop in demand from these three sources;
Cruise ship passengers

40%

Local residents

40%
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Hotel based visitors

20%

Without the benefit of raw data these numbers are highly subjective, but are helpful in that it indicates
that the loss in business is not isolated to one revenue stream. The cruise ship operators let us know
that their passengers are spending far less on their ships. But their loss is not being converted into the
local retailers’ gain.
In 2008, one day ships were eliminated and longer stays were encouraged despite less numbers. This
created less congestion because there were less ships arriving at one time.
In 2006/07 there were approximately 10,000 cruise ship visitors on island at one time;
In 2009 there will be approximately 8,000 cruise ship visitors on island at one time.
The trend is moving towards ships being full of families rather than couples. Couples’ spending habits
tend to be different as they spend more and are focused towards retail stores rather than attractions
like the Aquarium. With families there is a need for easily accessible mini-buses as opposed to taxis as
the families want to travel together.

What does it all mean?






Cruise passengers docked in St. George’s have a higher satisfaction level, purchase more onisland excursions and in general spend more money on shopping than any other port on the
island. So in the short-term investing time and energy in coaxing this size ship (500 – 650 feet) to
St. George’s would be beneficial to the existing businesses that cater to their shopping and
leisure activity needs.
The cruise ship industry has moved away from building smaller ships and have committed to
building mega-ships (700 – 1100 feet) that cannot traverse Town Cut, the entrance way to port
in the Town. Unless the Town submits to the idea of widening the channel (a $16 million
venture) not to mention a huge environmental cost which has mixed public opinion, the long
term viability of this industry looks bleak.
The cruise ships have experienced a decline in on-ship expenditure which has not translated into
additional spending on-island. One needs to consider if this trend is simply the reaction of the
consumers that are holding back spending until the economy rebounds or whether this is
indicative of a spending pattern that will prevail for the foreseeable future.
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4.

Market Research of Locals and Visitors to the East End

In an attempt to understand the profile, spending habits, likes and dislikes of the consumers in
the East End it was important to obtain empirical evidence that gave a clear picture of the clientele that
the Town needed to satisfy, be it local or visitor. The residents, who represented a captive audience,
were surveyed by a local firm named Research Innovations. In contrast, the visitors were a moving
target when it comes to determining what motivates them to spend money and take in the attractions
that the Town has to offer. Total Research Associates in partnership with Corporate Research Associates
do great work on a quarterly basis, conducting surveys on a sample group of cruise ship and air arrivals
to the island. The statistics generated from their survey are not specific to localities on the island such as
the East End but it is a comprehensive study that gives a good foundation to the work being done on the
Town to determine its marketability. In addition to this research, a sample size of 200 visitors to the
Town were surveyed in October of 2009 and asked a series of questions by the EEZ Agency team. Finally,
data extracted from the Statistics Department provides this report with the human landscape defined
within the East End that gives an idea of the demography that makes up its constituency.

Research Innovations
Between July and September 2009, seventy-five East End business owners and four hundred
residents were interviewed by face to face or telephone interview techniques by Research Innovations.
Not all the questions presented with their respective answers will be discussed in this report but there
were a few observations made from this survey that are worth exploring;
Table 1.0

Percentage Sales from
Tourism
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Percentage Sales
from Tourism
None Up to 10% - 20% - More
10% 20% 50% than
50%

Table 1.0 gives a clue of the type of business person/resident that is being interviewed. This
chart suggests that of the people that answered the question “What percentage of your total sales
came from Tourism?” 89% were business operators who had sales from Tourism of less than 50%. That
is a specialized group of businesses who operate in a tourist-centred town, which would exclude leisure
activity businesses such as the jet ski rental and the charter boat businesses. Additional charts from this
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survey suggest that 83% of them have no other business location, 92% believe business potential for the
area is fair to excellent and 96% of them do not benefit from government tax concessions. Clearly this
sample does not include many business operators that are located in the Town of St. George, but rather
those that are on the peripheral of the Corporation of St. George’s jurisdiction. A valuable sample
segment to survey because often times they are the ones that are overlooked, whose views have not
been traditionally sought after and who can be categorized as the historically disadvantaged. Their
market audience is predominantly local and at least 49% of them have been in business for more than 5
years.
Table 1.1

Apply for a Business
Loan?
40%
30%
20%

Apply for a
Business Loan?

10%
0%
Yes,
Yes,
Never
approved declined applied

Of this sample size as shown in Table 1.1, 73% have gone into business without a commercial
loan, 38% of which applied for one but were declined. Credit and the ability to have access to capital is
the lifeblood of any business. Since there were additional questions asked of the respondents for them
to pinpoint “What is your company’s biggest weakness?”and the answer by 59% of them was being
financing, we see a picture forming that is very familiar to the one observed in North East Hamilton.
Entrepreneurs of less than five years and even the established ones were being hampered from growing
to their maximum potential because of their inability to raise the funds necessary to carry them as they
tried to reach the next level.
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Table 1.2

Company Owns Building
it Operates From?
80%
60%
Company Owns
Building it
Operates From?

40%
20%
0%
Yes

No

Far too many businesses in the Town itself and the surrounding area were being operated in
buildings that were rented. Table 1.2 indicates that 74% of those questioned rent their facility. Mr.
Eugene Minors, owner/operator of Pier Vu Ltd and the Olde Towne Railway, stated that it was the fact
that owning his building gave him the financial leverage needed to sustain his business through the
winter months when visitors were scarce in the Town. He pitied those businesses renting because
whether revenue was being generated or not, the rent still had to be paid. Owning the building one runs
their businesses in, gives them the added incentive to maintain the physical appearance of the facility at
a higher quality than if a property owner was leasing it to them.
Table 1.3

Businesses Desired in the
Area
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Businesses
Desired in the
Area

Finally, a table that revealed the desires of the residents in the East End was made abundantly
clear in Table 1.3. The findings were also consistent with those declared at the Public Meetings held in
September of 2009. St. Georgians desperately want to spend their money in the East End for goods and
services. The lack of choices in the area forces them to make the majority of their purchases the City of
Hamilton. Health services such as beauty salons and spa treatment centres and auto/home repair
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services provided by a company like Gorham’s were high on their wish list. Topping the list was retail
stores. During walk-abouts around the Town one could observe stores that carry in their inventory
goods tasteful to the locals. Retail stores such as A.S. Coopers Ltd, Robertson’s Drug Store and W.J.
Boyles & Sons shoe store. But the goods available were in short supply, limited sizes, variety challenged
and not competitively priced. Equally as important a question was whether these goods and services
met the approval of the all important age group of 30 – 44 who, according to the ‘Household
Expenditure Survey of 2004’ produced by the Department of Statistics, is the highest spending age
group per week of household goods & services ($246.16) and clothing & footwear ($ 77.35).

Total Research Associates
From the report produced from Total Research Associates a few highlights revealed information
that can assist in formulating an economic and marketing strategy that will appeal to the visitors;
1. The visitor expenditures have declined significantly over the last year and it is indicative of a
steady decline over the last several years.
Average Spending Per Person (Air Arrivals)
$1,400
$1,200
$1,000
$800
$600
$400

Q1 2008
Q1 2009

$200
$0
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Average Spending Per Person (Cruise Passengers)
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The retail stores located on Water and York Streets have been clamoring to get the cruise ships
to dock more in St. George’s and the ferry service to be more frequent in its transporting of the cruise
passengers from Dockyard. But as the two charts above clearly indicate, a troubling trend is unfolding
not only amongst the visitors to Bermuda but around the Travel Industry. Whether this downward trend
is indicative of the current economic climate or not is debatable but what is important for the future
success of the Town is that the key stakeholders must have a finger on the pulse of the ebb and flow of
their customers’ spending habits or they will constantly be at a disadvantage.

2. Attractions in St. George’s are second only to the Royal Navy Dockyard in popularity to visit
amongst Tourists compared to other places on the island. The difference in the frequency of
times that these two attractions were mentioned is insignificant. The reason why comparisons
were made between 2008 and 2009 in the first quarter is because it is outside the cruise ship
season and highlights the visits to these two ports by air arrival visitors, the big spenders.

Key Attractions Visited (Most Common Mentions)
Tobacco Bay
Dolphin Quest
Crystal Caves
Gibb's Hill Lighthouse
Q1 2009

Aquarium

Q1 2008

Horseshoe Bay
Town of SG
Dockyard
0%

20%

40%

60%
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EEZ Agency Survey (October 2009)
The following questions were asked of the 200 visitors to the Town of St. George that were
surveyed by the EEZ Agency;
1. How did you find out about the Town of St. George?
Prior to arrival to Bermuda 35%
On-board ship
25%
Word of Mouth
15%
Bermuda.com
11%
Visitor Info Centre
6%
Travel Magazine
5%
Other
8%
2. What attractions influenced your decision to visit the Town?
Beaches
28%
Shopping
24%
World Heritage Site
16%
Dining
10%
Museums
8%
Other
14%
3. How does the Town’s attractions compare to others island-wide?
Better
40%
Same
57%
Worse
3%
4. How does the shopping in the Town compare with shopping island-wide?
Better
23%
Same
70%
Worse
7%
5. Which of the following items of goods did you buy while in the Town?
Clothing
24%
Local Arts & Crafts
17%
Jewelry
15%
Local Specialty Goods
15%
China
6%
Duty Free Alcohol
8%
Nothing
15%
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6. How satisfied were you with the services provided by the VIC?
Completely Satisfied
52%
Mostly Satisfied
40%
Mostly Dissatisfied
5%
Completely Dissatisfied
3%
7. Would you return to the Town for another visit?
Yes
92%
No
8%
The answers to these questions given to visitors to the Town of St. George are different to the
impressions received from the businesses. The retailers in the Town were generally pessimistic about
the way tourists viewed their attractions and entertainment. In fact one would think that the services
provided by the VIC were deplorable and the visitors would never set foot back in the Town if their lives
depended on it. This underscores why surveys conducted directly with the consumer is invaluable as a
tool to get a read on the opinions of the consumer. The questionnaire reveals clearly how the visitor
holds the amenities of the Town in high esteem. What it does not show are the smiles and the positive
non-verbal communication observed by the interviewers when conducting the survey.

The Department of Statistics
The Department of Statistics is an important resource for information that outlines the
demography of the country, the East End in particular and breaks down the data based on such
pertinent detail as age, gender, expenditure, etc. This department is about to begin work producing the
2010 Census Report, which would have been ideal for this report. But the most recent census report was
completed in the year 2000 and by using certain calculated projections by this department one can
extrapolate reasonably accurate forecasts of present day population figures that will be useful. The
reports used were;
2004 Household Expenditure Survey Report
2000 Census Report
Mid-Year Population Projections July 1, 2000 to July 1, 2030

POPULATION BY TOWN, CITY AND PARISH, 2010, 2000 AND 1991
GEOGRAPHICAL AREA
Total
Town of St. George
City of Hamilton
St. George’s
Hamilton
Smith’s
Devonshire
Pembroke

2000
62,059
1,752
969
5,451
5,270
5,658
7,307
11,306

1991
58,460
1,648
1,100
4,623
4,680
5,261
7,371
11,507

2010 (projection)
64,566
1,823
1,008
5,671
5,483
5,887
7,602
11,763
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Paget
Warwick
Southampton
Sandys

5,088
8,587
6,117
7,275

4,877
7,900
5,804
6,437

5,294
8,934
6,364
7,569

This chart shows the population of Bermuda by Parish distribution including the municipalities
of the City of Hamilton and the Town of St. George found in the ‘Report on the 2000 Census of
Population and Housing’. The column that shows the population distribution projections for the year
2010 are taken from the ‘Mid-Year Population Projections July 1, 2000 to July 1, 2030’. The same
percentage increase has been assigned to each parish that has been assumed for the total population
for the sake of discussion. For the purposes of this report the reasons for the 18% increase in population
in the Parish of St. George’s between 1991 and 2000 due to the departure of the armed forces
personnel, although interesting, is not crucial for this discourse. The interest in this chart is based on the
population numbers of the parish of St. George’s compared to the rest of the island. This parish has the
second lowest size of constituents and its neighbouring parishes (Hamilton & Smith’s) are similar in size.
So the East End represents the smallest local market for the businesses located there to draw from than
anywhere else on the island. Combine that fact with the number of strategically placed enterprises set
up on the outskirts of the city of Hamilton, within the route of the drive back home for its St. Georgian
residents, one can see the challenges that a small business in the Town would face to keep pace with his
competitors.
What the East End business needs to determine is;
1. The amount of disposable income represented in each household that he has to fight his
competitor for.
2. What goods and services his market (the East End residents primarily) wants?
3. How much they are willing to pay for those goods & services.
4. How does he get that information to the public through advertising and promotion?
The Department of Statistics can help him answer component #1. Answers 2 through 4 require
intensive market research, which is desperately needed.
To the question “How much disposable income does the East End business have to compete for
based on the current goods and services being offered?” requires investigation from several different
angles.
1. What is the mean annual household income of St. George’s residents?
Using the ‘2004 Household Expenditure Survey’ as a base ($71,412) and allowing for a modest
2% inflation rate increase year on year, one could project an annual household income of
$80,557 by the year 2010. That translates into an average household weekly income for a St.
George’s resident of $1,549.00.
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2. How much does that average household weekly income earner spend on items available and
that benefit businesses in the East End?
The chart below indicates the potential amount of expenditure that could be consumed on
goods and services made available in the East End. The information above is also categorized by
age and by average weekly household expenditure. St. George’s residents on average can be
grouped with the ‘Under 30’ column, since that age group has a similar household income. The
dollar value of $936.83 becomes significant because the East End business person would know
that he is competing for that amount of money per household per week.

Summary of Weekly Household Expenditure by Age of Household Reference Person

Total households in sample
Ave. weekly household
income
Major Expenditure
Division:
Food & non-alcoholic
beverages
Alcoholic drink & tobacco
Clothing & footwear
Housing
Household goods, services
& supplies
Medical, health & personal
care
Entertainment &
recreation
Total Consumption of
goods avail. in East End
Consumption of goods not
available in East End
Total Expenditure

All Age
Groups

Under 30

30 to 44

45 to 64

65 & Over

762

56

252

316

138

$2,042.95

$1,665.11

$2,366.66

$2,188.59

$1,271.63

$210.61
$29.19
$56.13
$511.86

$212.96
$42.05
$64.72
$296.55

$243.34
$33.12
$77.35
$459.75

$208.96
$29.63
$54.97
$56.27

$151.81
$15.80
$16.23
$569.80

$212.84

$178.34

$246.16

$215.39

$159.92

$133.06

$93.89

$137.96

$135.58

$134.26

$52.46

$48.32

$67.50

$54.32

$21.42

$1,206.15

$936.83

$1,265.18

$755.12

$1,069.24

$475.02
$1,681.17

$400.28
$539.12
$1,337.11 $1,804.30

$1,035.72
$1,790.84

$267.60
$1,336.84

3. How many households in St. George’s represent the potential expenditure available to East
End businesses?
The ‘2000 Census Report’ reveals that in the year 2000 there were 2,084 households counted in
the parish of St. George’s, the second lowest number of all the parishes. Even if that business
man uses that conservative year 2000 number and assumes no growth in the population, that
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number represents a significant amount of people that have the potential of being on his client
list.

What does it all mean?












There are a number of small, out of the private home businesses that exist in the parish, located
in and around the outskirts of the Town that are not exclusively targeting the tourist dollars that
needs the incentive to expand in its local market.
If the majority of these businesses surveyed claim that the lack of finances is their major
weakness and they have experienced an inability to raise funds from our commercial lending
institutions, then accessibility to capital is a ready solution for this group to grow.
It is obvious that St. Georgians would like to spend their money in the East End but need goods
and services that match their demands to justify that expenditure.
A downward trend in per person expenditure is occurring now amongst visitors to the East End
and the private entities have not responded to it proactively.
Contrary to popular opinion, St. George’s is an attractive destination for the island’s visitors to
explore and the numbers prove it compared to other locations in Bermuda. But numbers and
favourable ratings does not translate into robust spending amongst the visitors.
The parish of St. George’s has the second smallest population of all the parishes and along with
its neighbouring parishes that have an anemic size population of residents as well, the local
market in the East End is the smallest and would require an influx of outside constituents like
their past history reveals to create a market that would entice entrepreneurs to open businesses
there.
There is a scarcity of in-depth market research of the residents of the East End to help the
businesses distribute their resources and position themselves in the market place effectively to
get the maximum return on their investment.
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5. The Challenges and Opportunities in the East End
(the opinions of businesses, organizations and residents obtained by interviews, public
meetings and surveys)
When the decision was made to begin the process of establishing an Economic Empowerment
Zone (EEZ) in the East End, it was clear that a comprehensive analysis of the economy in that parish was
necessary. Raw data in the form of statistical demographics, the market research information, the
frequency of cruise ship arrivals to the Town and its corresponding numbers of passengers and crew
members along with the knowledge of their spending habits were all factors required to develop a
strategic plan to bringing this designation to the East.
But what is equally important is the perspective from the businesses and residents of the area
who live, work and play there, because they represent the stakeholders who will ultimately benefit from
the policies and programs implemented as a result of our findings. Their perspectives in some cases did
not agree with the statistical information obtained. For example, for some of the residents crime had
increased and security was at a greater risk despite the re-opening of the St. George’s Police Station.
Crime statistics gained from the police reveal the opposite, but there is no way you can convince those
residents of that fact. Perceptions become reality. The important questions needed to be asked and a
diagnosis made before any solutions crafted to increase the quality of life in St. George’s. The
terminology “Quality of Life” will be a phrase used generously throughout this discourse because its
understanding and definition will be the target to aim for when determining the success of “Economic
Empowerment” for the residents that live here. A definition of “Quality of Life” varies from person to
person, business to business and parish to parish. I would venture to say that a resident in North East
Hamilton’s view of this term is significantly different from a resident in the East End. Even if their
definitions are similar their idea of how to achieve it won’t be the same.

Businesses, Organizations and Residents
For businesses, “Quality of Life” meant economic stability and profitability for their companies
with a view for its future sustainability despite the rise and fall of the local and international
marketplace. They readily admitted that components outside the realm of ‘economics’ were vital to
their bottom line, but secondary in its importance if it presented an obstacle to its ability to maximize
earnings. For example, in the summer of 2009 when it was known that a cruise ship was scheduled to
arrive in St. George’s for the 2010 season, the general unofficial consensus from the businesses in the
Town was that Town Cut did not have to be widened, they would make do with the smaller cruise ships.
Once word got out that Holland America was reconsidering their plans to dock at Penno’s Wharf
because of preliminary findings that gave evidence that this ship would not be able to complete safe
passage, the overwhelming response heard from the businesses was “blow up Town Cut, our business
depends on it”.
For non-profit organizations stationed in the Town of St. George, despite their dependence on
charitable donations from these profitable companies, their quality of life issues were more centered
around the physical attributes of the area since the town is designated as a ‘World Heritage Site’ and the
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social aspects of its community like the St. George’s Cricket Club. The St. George’s Foundation and the
Bermuda National Trust work energetically to preserve the historic integrity of the buildings, structures
and streets which can be an attraction for visitors and locals alike for generations to come. They would
claim that if the Town loses its historical value, it would be void of human traffic which would
subsequently cause it to die, directly affecting the viability of the retail stores and attractions. So
although businesses’ and organizations’ main focus and objectives differ, the success of their respective
goals are inter-connected and must be synchronized for the good of everyone that has a vested interest
in the Town.
The residents in the area were well aware of the need for businesses to be profitable and for the
Town to maintain its historical value as a World Heritage Site. They understood that people should be
corralled to the East End aggressively. But one got the sense that the residents were not overly
concerned that the potential closure of businesses would cause them to lose their jobs or for those who
did not own a business in the Town, that they would lose their livelihood. It is clear that the majority of
residents do not derive their income from business entities, but the validation of the Town as a viable
and important destination in some ways complemented their quality of life as a resident, as well as the
opportunity to have at their disposal businesses that provided them with goods and services to their
liking.
A number of one-on-one interviews were conducted with businesses and organizations in the
Town of St. George and two public meetings held for residents in the East End. Here are their top
priorities as it related to ‘Challenges’ and ‘Opportunities’ highlighted in graphs below. The vertical axis
represents the frequency on a scale of 1 to 14 that these priorities were mentioned by the businesses,
organizations and residents.

BUSINESSES

Challenges
7
6
5

4
3

Challenges

2
1
0
Cruise Ships Policing

Golf Course Transport

VIC

Top on the list of concerns for businesses was in the area of policing and security. In fact the
new mayor of the Town, Mr. Kenneth Bascome, has made this issue his number one focus. As much as
they applaud government’s re-opening of the police station, it is their belief that it needs to be
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operational 24 hours a day and the officers need to be walking the beat. There also needs to be an
increase in cameras placed in strategic locations around the Town.
Increasing human traffic through the Town has been hindered by the closure of the St. George’s
Golf Course and the drop off in cruise ships docking at Ordinance Island or Penno’s Wharf. The golf
course generated revenue for a wide range of businesses in the area, because it drew locals from the
entire island and encouraged them to be exposed to what the East End has to offer. Restaurants, retail
stores and clubs such as the East End Mini Yacht Club recorded how tournaments played at the course
induced large numbers to patronize their establishments over the weekends which accounted for
thousands of dollars worth of income. When there are no ships at port, the Town looks and feels
deserted. Not only are its passengers responsible for the lion share of revenue for businesses around the
Town but it is the crew members who stock up on personal items, groceries and the like who also enjoy
late night excursions to the night club and bars.
Public transportation, whether it be buses or ferries, were mentioned as a concern because
their frequency and convenience played a key role in getting the numbers to the Town. It is only recently
that the ferries began running over the weekend and there is a danger in that being terminated due to
budget cuts and the numbers actually using this service.
The Visitors Information Center (VIC) was mentioned as an issue that needed government’s
attention. For one, its location was thought to be a problem as it was not easily accessible to wheelchair
visitors and not conveniently situated near the arrival hall at Ordinance Island or the Town Square.
There are insufficient, clearly defined signs that would direct visitors to the Town on the ferry to the VIC.
Finally, there were a few that stated that government should manage the VIC to avoid the appearance
of businesses operating it to benefit their interests over the interests of the Town.

Opportunities
12
10
8
6
Opportunities

4
2
0
Marketing

Store
Hours

Govt Help Attractions

VIC

Far and away the number one opportunity for the Town was a concerted effort made by
government, the Chamber of Commerce, the Corporation of St. George’s and the businesses to market
the Town locally and overseas. As a World Heritage Site the Town of St. George’s is a major draw
internationally, quite possibly the greatest tourist destination secret of the island. Despite the numbers
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that deny this fact, it is believed by the businesses that the East End does not get its fair share of onisland guests to visit. One suggestion was made to hire a marketing/event planning coordinator to be
responsible for promoting the Town’s attractions and entertainment.
Grudgingly, many of the business admit that they have to change their business model to better
suit the demands of the consumer. For starters, their store hours need to change so that the locals who
work outside of the East End can return after work and find items that are unique and meeting local
demands. Souvenir shops do not cater to locals and that is what the Town is full of. It is clear that
market research is needed in order to understand what potential consumers are willing to purchase.
In these challenging economic times, businesses could use government assistance in the form
of tax relief. The Economic Empowerment Zone in North East Hamilton offers a number of tax break
products which go a long way in relieving the overhead costs that small businesses are confronted with.
These benefits would be welcomed and appreciated.
The Town of St. George’s is rich in historical capital that bolsters the areas profile as a major
attraction for tourists and locals alike. But their needs to be an improvement to the museums, that will
have them open longer hours and there should be an interactive component to these attractions that
will make them more family friendly, becoming interesting for the younger generation. It was suggested
that the people that man these museums should be dressed in the clothes that depict the 17th and 18th.
The skit that occurs daily in the square that displays the docking of the Town gossip is great and also
proves that more entertainment like this throughout the day should be put on to not only attract the
crowds but keep them entertained.
The Visitors Information Center (VIC) was seen as a challenge but also considered an
opportunity. One of the purposes of the VIC is to direct visitors to places of interest and if this place can
be re-located in the Town Square, there will be a greater chance that people will have a keen awareness
of what the Town has to offer in its entirety.

ORGANIZATIONS
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As stated earlier, many of the concerns expressed by the businesses are shared by the nonprofit organizations as well and for the same reasons. Although lower on the priority list than their
business counterparts, organizations view the closure of the Golf Course and the operation of the VIC as
areas that present a challenge to attracting visitors to the Town and once getting them there providing
them with the necessary information to get to explore the Town.
The three other areas of concern are more prominent on their list and for good reason. The
number one challenge for a non-profit organization is raising funds. Whether it is raised through public
or private donations makes no difference. The economic state of the island, which is reflective of the
world market is depressed. The public purse will focus on groups of people within the community that
have experienced job loss and economic hardships, while the private entities have had to deal with
shrinking profits. This has resulted in there being fewer funds available for organizations like the St.
George’s Foundation and the Bermuda National Trust whose mandate directs them to preserve the
historical legacy of the buildings and structures in the Town. This leads to another concern that is critical
to enhance the objectives of any charitable group. That is the awareness of their role and the good work
that they do in the community. Finally, the infrastructure was mentioned as a challenge because there is
so much work needed to be done to improve the condition of the streets, sewage and water systems,
street lighting, etc and it is clear that the Corporation of St. George’s does not have the finances to
underwrite these capital projects.
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These organizations saw the government’s role in the funding of infrastructure projects and
other community focused initiatives as critical in assisting them in meeting their objectives. The private
sector has demonstrated their inability to donate at pre 2009 levels, leaving these non-profit
organizations no choice but to solicit the support of the government. Policing appears once again on a
list of priorities as well as the need to raise the profile of the Town through marketing.
Two opportunities that have not been previously noted is the fulfillment of the vision to
complete the Town’s ‘Bringing History to Life’ Master Plan. This Plan was drafted in 1996 under the
direction of the Corporation of St. George’s. Its intention was to undertake such projects as installing
cobbled stone work on the streets and re-designing the waterfront to improve the historic look and
beautify the Town. This initiative worked hand in hand with their view that maintaining the World
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Heritage Site Status of the Town was paramount in preserving its importance and prominence as a lively
and viable destination for locals and visitors.

RESIDENTS
In September 2008 there were two public meetings held in the East End. One took place at Clear
Water Middle School in St. David’s and the other at East End Primary in St. George’s. The purpose for
these meetings was to hear from area residents about their concerns about the future viability of the
East End, whether it provides a high quality of life and to discuss the establishment of an EEZ. Both
meetings were well attended, numbering over 130 participants over the two events and they were
predominantly residents from St. George’s. Similar to the approach taken with the businesses and
organizations, the quality of life question was broken into the two groups of ‘Challenges’ and
‘Opportunities’ but with a multi-facet component to it. The successful implementation of empowerment
in a community cannot rest solely on economics. There are three additional elements that are just as
critical and they are; ‘Social, Physical and Spiritual’. Under these four pillars of Empowerment the
residents were asked to offer their opinions of what are the priorities facing the East End when one
considers its ‘Challenges’ and ‘Opportunities’.
The feedback from these meetings are illustrated below by the use of graphs and demonstrate
the similarities and differences that exists in the minds of the residents compared to the businesses
when providing their perspective on the important issues that the East End has to face.
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The number one challenge acknowledged by residents, which coincides with businesses, is the
issue of policing. The residents believe that crime has worsened since the police station was initially
moved to St. David’s. After 10 p.m. there is no police presence at the station that has been re-opened in
the Town a year ago. Thugs have, in their minds, taken over the streets, at least after dark. In their
estimation only a 24/7 manned police station will suffice to ensure security, in reality as well as in
perception. Conversely, Chief Inspector Tracey Adams and Superintendant Martin Weekes were
mentioned in a December 11, 2009 Royal Gazette story that crime in the Town has not risen over the
last ten years and promised to provide increased visibility and frequent foot patrols.
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As consumers, the residents are looking for store hours of the local merchants to be far more
conducive to their lifestyles. They need to be open late. Along with longer hours there is a need for
goods and services (e.g. dry cleaning services) to be made available that are demanded by residents,
which will force the Town away from its ‘one economy’ mindset which caters almost exclusively to
tourists.
The loss of hotel accommodations was seen as creating a negative domino effect on jobs, small
business and the number of visitors to the Town. Another challenge that was seen amongst the
priorities outlined by the business sector as well, is marketing. Whether it has been ineffective
promotion of the Town or none at all, it has not been showcased as a tourist destination locally or
overseas. There is a general feeling amongst the residents that the Town is dying and the evidence that
confirms this is the vacant buildings and the ‘closing out’ signs that are cropping up in alarming
frequency. In fact Kirby Brackstone, the East End representative of the Chamber of Commerce states in a
December 23, 2009 Royal Gazette interview that in the Town “one in seven businesses have closed
down over the last 18 months, down from 70 to 60”.
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There were two areas of opportunity that stood out during the public meeting with the
residents that were not surprising. Ever since the Club Med resort closed its doors 20 years ago there
have been efforts made to encourage investors to re-develop a hotel at that site. An abundance of
reasons abound that suggest that such an enterprise undertaken at this time (bad economy, shortage of
capital, past failures, etc) would be an unwise venture. But the residents remember when the Town had
a major hotel operating, when jobs were plenteous and tourists roamed their streets. It gave their Town
visible evidence of its significance and vibrancy. Fortunately on the horizon there is the promise of a
Park Hyatt managed Private Residence Club and Resort located on this property that bodes well for the
future economy of the East End.
Equally as important of an opportunity mentioned by the residents was the chance to build a
world class marina in the East End. The announcement has been made that a similar concept is planned
for Dockyard but there is a number of comparisons with the two locations which tilt in favour of it being
developed in St. George’s. For one, yacht owners tend to be represented by a high net worth
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demographic, who value exclusivity and affluence. Docking their yachts under the shadow of cruise ships
that cater to the beer and peanut crowd would not excite them. Also, once the new Park Hyatt complex
is completed they would be within ten minutes of the only two 5 star hotels in Bermuda, Tucker’s Point
Hotel & Spa being the second, for their on-island accommodations.
As stated previously, a fact that is not lost on the residents whether they play the game or not,
re-opening the St. George’s Golf Course is foremost in their minds for stimulating human traffic to the
East End, at least until the new hotel is built. A temporary situation makes sense to them and there are
plans going on to make this happen.
For some of the residents, getting people to the East End is not the real challenge. Rather, it is
keeping them there once they arrive that poses the greater test of the creative minds of those who have
businesses operating in the Town. This is where a variety of promotional events and attractions come
into play as incentive to entertain local and overseas visitors to the Town. Public/private partnerships
appear to be the most logical route to take as there are existing government entities (Tourism & Cultural
Affairs) that are active already and private businesses that drive a weekly market night. The East End is
seen as a small community that can take advantage of a niche market specializing in local products in
arts, crafts, etc that will promote its uniqueness. Locations such as Fort St. Catherine’s, St. Catherine’s
Beach, Town Square and numerous other places are ideal for historical enactments that have been done
there before but need enhancement and improvement.
Another form of public/private partnership was the suggestion made to encourage a major
government department to re-locate in the East End. We have seen what the introduction of the
government ITO department in St. David’s has done for the surrounding businesses in that area. One
would only need to question the grocery store (White’s) and the restaurants (Pizza House & Black Horse)
in the area to prove the positive spillover effect of its move to the East. An additional department move
in the East End involving a larger number of people is encouraged.
Finally, a theme that was marked as important was the waterfront. When considering the docks
that surround the Town there were observations made that it needed to be re-designed and a
waterfront promenade built to encourage pedestrian traffic. As great as an idea as it is, it was painfully
obvious that a significant number of residents in attendance were unaware of the “Bringing History to
Life” Master Plan for the Town drafted in the mid 90’s that involved a makeover of the Town’s
waterfront which included these components.

What does it all mean?




The people that live and work in the East End see their Town as slowly dying. Fortunately, as
much as they are willing to admit this fact, they have great ideas for solutions to resurrect the
Town to its former glory.
It is apparent that policing and security is the greatest challenge and opportunity for the East
End whether you are a resident, business owner or the member of an organization. Again,
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another example of perception having more of a resonance with the residents that live in the
East End compared to stats provided by the police that suggest the opposite.
All sectors agree that the Town needs to apply more strategic energy in the area of marketing.
As a World Heritage Site designation one finds it puzzling that there has not been placed on the
Town a higher profile because it presents itself as a natural draw for visitors and locals.
There are several definitions of what makes up the East End depending on who you talk to. But
what everyone focuses on is the need to target the Town of St. George as the economic hub
that needs to be fixed.
In the private interviews and public meetings there was the recognition of numerous
organizations that had overlapping objectives, who targeted the same donors to their causes
and the subsequent need to somehow get them to work in harmony as opposed to
independently of one another. What existed in the East End, in their opinion, was the proverbial
left hand not knowing what the right hand was doing.
Just the fact that residents were having their opinions heard and valued was an act of
empowerment in and of itself.
The general feeling that prevails in the East End is that whatever is done to stimulate economic
activity in St. David’s, their identity as a peaceful and culturally focused community cannot be
compromised.
Residents in the East End believe that Dockyard has been given unequal attention by the
government in the form of money and marketing and as a result their Town is suffering
economically. In fact, there are some that believe that the government is purposely ignoring
their plight in the hopes of the Town dying a natural death along with its local governing body,
the Corporation of St. George.
Finally, amidst numerous observations that were gleaned from the different sectors of the
community, it can be stated that of those interviewed almost 100 percent lived and worked in
the East End because of choice not out of necessity. They strongly believed that every effort
should be made and dollar spent to revive the fortunes of the East End. The Economic
Empowerment Zone designation would be welcomed with open arms.
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6. Recommendations for an EEZ and Economic Development in the East End
Months of research, hours of one on one interviews, public meetings and walk-abouts have
confirmed the belief that an Economic Empowerment Zone needs to be established in the East End. Of
course, the debate continues over what geographical boundaries define the East End. One could argue
that the East End from a historical context should include all lands east of the Causeway plus Tucker’s
Town. Or one could settle for all land east of Swing Bridge. Everyone has an opinion. What can be
agreed on is that the East End is made up of a few distinctive zones that can be divided on physical,
cultural and commercial lines. But if the Ministry’s intent is to target those areas or groups of persons
that have experienced economic hardships and disadvantage over and above the norm, it makes sense
to focus in on the areas that have undergone acute economic crisis and gradually address the needs of
the surrounding areas, whose situation may not be as urgent.

Physical Boundaries for an EEZ Designation
There are four distinctive zones in the East End that stand out and they can be defined
physically. These areas have been designated Zones, 1 through 4, for the sake of this report and are as
follows;
Zone 1 - East of the Swing Bridge
Zone 2 - St. David’s - Southside
Zone 3 - St. David’s – North East of St. David’s Road
Zone 4 - Tucker’s Town/Bailey’s Bay
Each zone has its own characteristics and should be handled in keeping with their uniqueness.
Most of the research work has been focused on Zone 1 and represents the area that needs immediate
attention. It is in this zone where economic assistance will have the greatest impact and can create a
positive spill-over effect on the surrounding areas. It is recognized as the commercial centre of the East
End, with the Town of St. George being the crown jewel as a World Heritage Site destination. The
economic challenges that the Town faces are obvious but what is down played by those who don’t
originate from there or have any strong ties with the area is the symbolic meaning that it represents
that touches the emotions and psyche of the residents. Their need to be economically sustained may
not be dependent on the fortunes of the Town but the overwhelming opinion that prevails is that
somehow the relevance of the Town as a living, breathing, vibrant entity is a determining factor of how
they view their personal ‘Quality of Life’. This has been the central theme of this report and will be
important to consider when crafting policies that will be implemented to improve the ‘Quality of Life’ in
the East End.
Map #1 shows a shaded area as a suggestion for an EEZ designation in Zone 1. It encompasses
the historically recognized commercial area in the Town which has been zoned ‘Mixed Use’ by the
Department of Planning. But its boundaries go beyond the Town and extends farther west along Mullet
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Bay Road, as far north to Blackbeard’s Hideout near Fort St. Catherine’s and as far east as St. George’s
Dinghy & Sports Club on Cut Road. It was found during field work that there are a number of small
businesses, operating from private homes that provide goods and services to the local residents. They
do not come under the jurisdiction of the Corporation of St. George neither do they have the support of
the Chamber of Commerce. They do not benefit from or are seemingly unaware of government
concessions that they may be entitled to. Many of them feel disenfranchised from the day to day
activities, future planning and local political drama that are being played out in the Town. Most of them
were shocked that the EEZ Agency would be interested in their opinion so some were reluctant to be
transparent with their views on the current state of the Town while others did not hesitate to reveal
their displeasure in the way the Town has been handled. The property owners in the Town have long
been considered as the favoured ones, who wield the political and economic power over the Town. So it
was important that this designation be all inclusive. That the businesses that have been traditionally and
historically left out in the cold be invited in to be a valued partner in the economic revitalization of the
area. So the old Corporation of St. George boundaries were not considered. Neither was the political
constituency boundaries factored into the decision making. Maps #2 through #5 will highlight some of
the small businesses that fall into the designated area being proposed.
Zones 2, 3 and 4 are experiencing economic duress like the rest of the island. So despite these
areas’ need for an economic lift, it is advised that these zones be considered for an EEZ designation in a
phased approach. Time needs to be invested in implementing policies in Zone 1 first and then
consideration made for the surrounding areas.
St. David’s (Zone 2) is a quiet, culturally sensitive community whose residents fiercely contest
any outside entities that want to change their way of life, even if that entity has their best interest at
heart. Work needs to be done in that area to cultivate the trust and buy in from the key stakeholders
before an EEZ can be established.
St. David’s - Southside (Zone 3) comes under the stewardship of the Bermuda Land
Development Company. They have worked doggedly at making this land space conducive for industrial
businesses and have done a considerable amount of work upgrading the infrastructure through the
redevelopment of roads, street lighting and branding. Southside now creates a picture to a visitor to its
community of a commercial park. The BLDC have built warehouses and units for rental at competitive
prices ($16 - $18 a square foot) to drive businesses there that do not have to be centrally located to be
successful. In these early stages of economic development in the East End it would be premature to set
up an EEZ there now because it may be viewed as intrusive to the strategic plans that the BLDC already
has in place. The BLDC’s only concern is that an EEZ designation in the Town may create a disadvantage
for them where products being implemented would be an added value to what they already offer.
Tucker’s Town/Bailey’s Bay (Zone 4) was off the EEZ Agency radar simply because the majority
of the research work was being done further east. More work is required in this community in the form
of surveys and one on one interview with the residents and businesses to better determine their needs
before a designation can be considered.
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Recommendations for Economic Development
Once an argument in favour of the formulation of an EEZ designation had been made, it became
clear that there were a number of recommendations that could be implemented in tandem with the
designation that would improve the economic outlook of the East End as well. Here they are in no
particular order of priority but should be factored into any creation of a strategic plan to improve the
future sustainability of the area.
1. More surveys and market research of visitors and local residents of the East End need to be
conducted for its key stakeholders in an on-going basis.
2. Government should get involved in Private/Public projects in the East End to stimulate the
construction and tourism industries.
3. The government department which has the marina development being earmarked for Dockyard
needs to have a rethink and consider St. George’s as a location. A world class marina will attract
clientele of high net worth, who would rather the old world, historical back drop of the Town of
St. George, with close proximity to five star hotels in Tucker’s Point Hotel & Spa and the
aforementioned Park Hyatt project due in a few years than the cruise ship terminal in the west.
4. The Corporation of St. George has drafted a Master Plan for the future development of the
Town that will preserve its historical creditability and enhance its infrastructure. Government
needs to get behind this plan financially or modify it to meet the demands of the current age or
it runs the risk of losing its World Heritage Site status and ultimately its relevance as a tourist
attraction.
5. Much thought needs to be given in the possibility of making the Town a duty free zone. It has
proven to be highly successful in inducing visitors to spend their money in similar tourist
destinations such as Hawaii.
6. A full time marketing/event coordinator needs to be hired to ensure that the Town is effectively
promoted and it is bustling with first class entertainment and activities.
7. East End businesses need to aggressively widen their economic base to include the locals in the
surrounding areas since market research shows that visitors are spending less money on those
traditional tourist items that the retail stores bank on.
8. An alternative industry needs to be developed to employ the younger (18 – 35) aged worker
because the owner operated retail stores offer seasonal, low paying jobs that do not capture the
imagination of this generation.
9. Land needs to be found and identified as available for development into office space so that
exempt companies can be encouraged to relocate out of the City of Hamilton.
10. Government needs to consider relocating one of its larger departments to the East End as a
means to increasing the consumer population.
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7. Appendix
A. Businesses & Organizations within Proposed East End EEZ
1
2
3
4
5
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15
16
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21
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35
36
37
38
39
40
41
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A.S. Coopers Ltd

22 Water Street

Advanced Engineering

20 Wellington Street

Afflare Films

7 Speaker's Drive

All About Eve

6 York Street

All Talk

3 King's Square

Alpha Memorial Chapel Funeral Home

51 York Street

Amos Art Studio

Long House' Hunters Wharf

Angeline's Coffee

48 York Street

Another World Gift Shop

7 King's Square

Atlantic Spray Charters

5 Anchorage Lane

Aunt Nea's Inn

1 Nea's Alley

Bank of Bermuda Ltd

4 King's Square

Bank of N.T. Butterfield Ltd

1 King's Square

Bascome's LC & Sons Welding Services

9 Pain Lane East

Bermuda Beauty Crafts

6 Penno’s Drive

Bermuda Electric Light Co.

1 King's Square

Bermuda Hardwood Floor Installations

2 Governors Alley

Bermuda Heritage Museum

29 Water Street

Bermuda Memories-Artist Jill Amos Raine

1 King's Square

Bermuda National Trust

St. George's

Bermuda National Trust Museum Shop

32 York Street

Bermuda Perfumery

5 Queen Street

Bermuda Telephone Co. Ltd

28 Wellington Street

Bermuda Yacht Services

20 Cut Road

Betty's Needle Crafts

17 Duke of York Street

Blackbeard’s Hide Out

15 Coot Pond Road

Bob's Electrical Services

44 York Street

Book Cellar, The

5 Water Street

Bowers, T.J. – Architect

30 York Street

Brooks Farm

49 Wellington Back Road

Burrows Lightbourne

8 York Street

Café Gio

36 Water Street

Caffe Latte

8 York Street

Captain Smokes Marina

14 Wellington Street

Carpentry & Design Craftsmen Ltd.

8 Cut Road

Cellular One

18 York Street

Chamber of Commerce (East End)

St. George's

Changing Tides Mobile Massages & Mini Tours

30 Wellington Street

Cheveux Hair Salon

18 Wellington Street

Church of Christ

WHC Penno's Wharf

Churchill's - Wine, Spirits, Cigars

27 York St.

Christ-Centered Institute

4 Barrack Street, Apt. 6

Cool Waters Spa

8 York Street

Coral Sea Cruises

4 Broad Alley

Corporation of St. George

5 Ordinance Island
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46
47
48
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Cousins Variety

123 Wellington Street

CPR Plumbing

15 Queen Street

Crackerbox

15 York Street

Crisson’s Ltd

6 Water Street

Crown Colony Shop

18 Water Street

Davison's

16 Water Street

D&H Plumbing

1 Wellington Hill

D.S. Services

5 Red Coat Lane

David’s Water Service

1 Wellington Lane

Dockside Glass

3 Bridge Street

Dottie The Children’s Magical Clown

2 Turkey Hill

Dowling's Marine & Auto Station

12 Water Street

Dr. Kenneth Snaith Offices

1 King's Square

Dr. Henry Subair Offices

1 King's Square

Dr. Andrew West Offices

24 Water Street

East End Flower Alley

3 Bridge Street

East End Mini Yacht Club

4 Convict Bay

East End Primary

6 Grenadier Lane

Ebenezer Methodist Church

7 York Street

Eddie Ming's Tiny Tots Drum School

6 Old Military Road

Egmont's Barber Shop

2 York Street

Egmont's Boutique

2 York Street

English Sports Shop

16 Water Street

Ethiopian Orthodox Church

16 Old Military Road

Featherbed Studio

3 Featherbed Alley

Financial Outsourcing Services (Bermuda) Ltd.

1 Bridge Street

Finish Line Laundromat

17 Shinbone Alley

Foggo's Carpentry

54A Water Street

Food 4 Thought Catering

6 Rose Hill

Frangipani Ltd

24 Water Street

George & Dragon

3 Kings Square

George's Pantry

3 Kings Square

Godet & Young Ltd.

27 Wellington Street

Graham's Gym

12 Old Military Road

Greater St. George's United Holy Church

23 Water Street

Griffins Bar & Grill

6 Rose Hill

Guerlain Perfumes

6 Water Street

Hair By Flawless Design

3 Bridge Street

Handyman, The

8 Old Maid's Lane

Hiwot Barbershop

20 Wellington Street

Home Living Resource Services

12 Fort George Hill.

Jehovah's Witnesses

21 Water Street

Kemkor Tech

11 Naval Tanks Hill

Kiki Hair Cutting

13 Clarence Street

King Arthur's Mobile Disco Services

6 Anchorage Lane

Learning by Numbers, Tutoring Services

5 Bridge Street

Lil Tyken ABC Adventure

22 Bourne Drive

Loris Security Solutions

14 Secretay Road

Malcolm's Barbershop

17 Shinbone Alley

Malcom MacPherson Painting Contractor

2 Turkey Hill
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Mello's Trucking & Crane Services

4 Coot Pond Road

Messaround Charter Fishing

Old Maid's Lane

Meyer Agencies

14 Water Street

Mutiqua Bakery

8 Old Military Road

Nature Fresh

10 Wellington Back Road

Needles Etc.

22 Clarence Street

New Spirit Carpentry & Construction

12 Bourne Drive

Ocean Sails Custom Canvas & upholstery

60 Water Street

Ochun Enterprises

10 Pendle Lane

Oleander Cycles Ltd

26 York Street

Only The Best

8 York Street

Original Trucking & Bobcat Service

Governer’s Alley

Outerbridge's Machining & Welding Services

12 Old Military Road

Ovations Night Club

50 Water Street

Paradise Gift Shop

2 Kings Square

Pier Vu Boutique/Olde Towne Railway

39 York Street

Preventative Property Maintenance & Mngt

39 Cut Road

Q&H Trucking Services

61 Mullet Bay Road

Raposo Welding Service Ltd

15 Wellington Slip Road

Reid's General Building Contracting

10 Old Military Road

Richard Allen AME Church

23 Queen Street

Robertson's Drug Store

24 York Street

Salvation Army

6 Governor's Alley

Seaglass

2 Penno's Wharf

Segway Tours

5 Bridge Street

Seventh Day Adventists

3 Secretary Road

Sinclair's Gift Shop

9 Water Street

Solid Rock Construction

13 Pain Lane

Somers Isle Contracting Ltd

8 Cut Road

Somers Supermarket

41 York Street

Squeeky Clean Cleaning Services

8 Old Maid's Lane

Stella Maris Roman Catholic Church

3 Duke of Clarence Street

St. George's Boatyard Ltd.

25 Wellington Slip Road

St. George's Club, The

6 Rose Hill, St George's

St. George's Cricket Club

Wellington Slip Road

St. George's Cycles

1 Water Street

St. George's Dinghy & Sports Club

24 Cut Road

St. George's Esso Station

2 Rose Hill Street

St. George's Foundation

16 Water Street

St. George's Historical Society

Duke of Kent Street

St. George's Mini Bus Service

22 Clarence Street

St. George's Police Station

22 York Street

St. George's Post Office

11 Water Street

St. George's Preparatory

26 Church Folly Lane

St. George's Preschool

1 Old Military Road

St. George's Preservation Authority

St. George's

St. George's Youth Services

St. George's

St. Peter's Anglican Church

York Street

Strike Force General Trucking

40 Wellington Slip Road

Sung Sing Restaurant

13 York Street
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146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163

Tavern By the Sea Restaurant

14 Water Street

Taylor's

30 Water Street

Temptations Café

31 York Street

The Ample Hamper

6 Rose Hill Street

The Royal Artillery Association

3 Grenadier Lane

The Upper Crust

14 York Street

The Whistlin Frog

16 Water Street

Throwback Studios Inc.

24 Slip Road

Tobacco Bay Beach Concession

1 Coot Pond Road

Thomas Harvey Carpentry

24 Wellington Slip Road

Visitors Information Centre

8 York Street

Vera P. Card Ltd

9 Water Street

W.J. Boyle & Son Ltd

40 Water Street

Wale's Accessories

2A Rose Hill

Watermelons

2 Bridge Street

Wellington Baptist Church

Wellington Park

White Horse Tavern

8 King's Square

WigWam Real Estate

16 Water Street

There are one hundred and sixty three (163) businesses and organizations within the proposed
East End EEZ that can be considered active. Included within this list are non-profit organizations
(Bermuda National Trust and the Chamber of Commerce, East End Branch) whose jurisdiction may
extend beyond the Town but their influence on the East End is significant. There are community clubs
like the St. George’s Cricket Club and the East End Mini Yacht Club, churches and schools. There are also
a few home based small businesses that are located within and a short distance outside of this zone in
densely populated residential neighbourhoods. One would not want those businesses that are just
outside the proposed zone to be commercially developed from a land use perspective but they should
be given the opportunity to apply for the products that would be made available through the
designation. What is encouraging is that the majority of these small businesses cater to the local market
and they need to be spurred on to expand so that the economic base of St. George’s can be widened.

B. Persons and Organizations Interviewed
NAME

COMPANY/ORGANIZATION

NO. OF PERSONS

Mayor Mareia Caisey

Corporation of St. George

3

Andrew Swan, CEO

BLDC

4

Larry Jacobs

Govt. - Cruise Ship Consultant

1

Kirby Brackstone

Chamber of Commerce

25

E. Michael Jones

Caffe Latte/VIC/Former Mayor

1

Beau Evans

Coral Seas Cruises

1

Henry Hayward

Meyer Agency/Former Mayor

1

Sharon Jacobs

St. George's Foundation

1

M/M Eugene Minors

Olde Towne Railway

2
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Rose Douglas

Outsource Financing

1

Dame Jennifer Smith

PLP Representative Const #1

1

Kim Swan

UBP Representative Const #2

1

Lovitta Foggo

PLP Representative Const #3

1

Donte Hunt

*UBP Representative Const #4

1

Jacqueline Horsfield

Dept. of Airport Operations

2

PC Ramnarind

St. George's Police Station

2

Jan Card

Vera P. Card

2

Sally Kyle

St. George's Club

1

Richard Lowry

Dept of Planning

1

Louie Mowbry

St. George's Foundation

1

Mayor Kenny Bascome

Corporation of St. George

1

Jennifer Gray

Bermuda National Trust

1

Neil Paynter

St. George's Cricket Club

1

Alphonso Harris

Churchill's

1

Henry Ming

St. Geo. Preservation Authority

3

Rev David Raths

East End Ministers

5

Tracey Gordon

East End Community Centre

1

Ali Bardgett

East End Flower Alley

1

Patricia Washington

East End Mini Yacht Club

8

Mrs. Lamb

Blackhorse Tavern

1

Quinton Hayward

St. David's Family Bowl

1

Victoria Millet

St. David's Cricket Club

1

* Donte Hunt is presently a representative of the Bermuda Democratic Alliance Party

In addition to this list of persons interviewed during walk-abouts throughout the East End there
were a wide range of people that were consulted like taxi drivers, bus drivers, construction workers and
the like who had their opinions on what is best for St. George’s.
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C. Newspaper Articles
Published: August 14. 2009 09:23AM The Royal Gazette

St. George's retailers feel the pinch with fewer cruise ships
By Owain Johnston-Barnes
Shopkeepers in St. George's say they are struggling to get by with
fewer cruise ship visitors, most of whom bypass stores and head
straight to the beach.
They insist the Norwegian Majesty's weekly visits do not bring
sufficient business, nor do the fast ferries that bring tourists in
large numbers.
"Some of them come in their bathing suits and walk straight up to
Tobacco Bay," said Jill Amos-Raine, owner of Bermuda Memories.
Astoria Williams, assistant manager at Watermelons, agreed
saying: "The ferries could bring 200 people. They all go right up to
the beaches, and then right back to the ferry when they're done."

Cruise ships in St. George's in busier times.
The lack of ships this year is impacting
retailers and businesses in the town

The Norwegian Majesty pays weekly visits to St. George's, arriving Tuesday afternoons and leaving Friday
mornings.
The fast ferries were scheduled to run between St. George's and Dockyard when there is a cruise ship in Dockyard
to help remedy the lack of cruise ships in the historic town.
Chairman of the East End Division of the Chamber of Commerce, Kirby Brackstone, said he believes restaurants
and bars in the area are benefitting from the traffic.
"People are coming here on the ferries and spending the day here. They go to the beach, and they get food, so
the restaurants and bars are doing pretty well," said Mr. Brackstone, co-owner of the Perfume Factory.
"It's been a mixed bag on the retail side. For some of us, it's been unexpectedly good, but that's coming off
extremely low expectations."
Even with the ferries, Mrs. Amos-Raine said that the town itself is almost completely empty when there is not a
cruise ship in port.
"When we have no ships in it's like a ghost town and we're going five months with one ship. It's very hard running
a business on five months," she said. "The cost of living here is very high. It's hard to make it worthwhile."
Mr. Brackstone said that business at the Perfumery has been doing well this year, but credited some of the success
to advertising heavily on the cruise ships.
"That drives us a lot of business," he said. "We're about even with last year with only one cruise ship, so we're
getting a lot more people from Dockyard."
Advertising on the ships is very expensive, so for smaller businesses, it isn't an option, Mrs. Amos-Raine said.
Another reason for falling business, according to Mrs. Williams, is that many tourists are not informed about what
there is to do in St. George's. She said the problem was made worse after the St. George's Visitors' Centre was
moved to its current location on Water Street.
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"I've been here for 12 years, and I've worked with tourists for 33 years. This is the worst I've ever seen it.
Nothing's moving."
She continued: "We need people to tell tourists where to go. Put something in the [Town] Square. The Visitors'
Centre is way up in the alley, and up some stairs. Handicapped people can't even get there.
"They need to tell people what's here to see and where to go. If we don't, we're going to lose more tourists."
While she believes fewer tourists are finding their way to St. George's, Ms Amos-Raine still believes there is an
understanding of all the town has to offer.
"They love St. George's. It has everything they want, and they can walk everywhere from their ship. They want to
be down here. It looks like they're escaping to get here as fast as they can."
8/26/2009 11:25:00 AM Bermuda Sun

Historic St. George's is decomposing and dying Larry Burchall
Closed shops show town is run down instead of a bustling and profitable tourist trap
Is the town of St George's dying, dead or decomposing? On a bright summer's day in peak season mid-August,
with a cruise ship in harbour, its passengers filing off and looking for beaches, taxis, hire cycles and shops, did the
town exude the air of being a bustling and profitable tourist destination?
On a mile walk I noticed 11 closed shops, businesses and buildings.
I wandered from Penno's Wharf along Water Street, across King's Square, past the Old State House, up Duke of
York Street, past St Peter's and the police station and then back to the wharf.
That is almost three times as many closed shops in the same short mile on Hamilton's Front Street.
One empty building, fronting directly on Duke of York Street, has a partly crumpled roof and rotting supports.
Its grime-covered windows almost succeed in concealing the emptiness and disarray within.
In contrast, on the same street but further east, also fronting directly on to the street, another shop has its
boarded-up windows painted the same colour as its walls.
It presents a cleaner, more tasteful visage to passing foot and vehicle traffic.
This neatness does a much better job of concealing the emptiness.
By contrast, Hamilton seems a busy building site, with six 'national birds' - Cranii Towerii - showing up on the city
skyline.
But on the same mid-August day, and with a mega-ship tied up in Dockyard, Hamilton gives no impression of being
full of tourists.
In St George's, with the Norwegian Majesty tied up alongside, these 11 closed or shuttered shops or establishments were all on that short mile:
• Mello's grocery.
• Kippie's Place.
• San Giorgio Ristorante.
• John F. Burrows & Co. Ltd liquor store.
• Bermuda Memories, Jill Raines' art and souvenir shop. (Store is open..Author’s note)
• Rising Sun boat tour shop and visitor information centre.
• Shabazz Bakery.
• A jewellery shop across from Supermart.
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• Paradise Gift Shop, a bric-a-brac store across from St Peter's.
• Gosling's liquor store
• Sushi Tei, a fast food restaurant across from Betty's.
Among those 11 shuttered places, the most incongruous sight was the sign over the door of John F. Burrows & Co.
that says: "Established in 1858."
The year is a reminder that St George's is a very old town.
But the closed and empty store under and behind that sign reminds that time has moved on.
Kirby Brackstone, chairman of the East End branch of the Chamber of Commerce, said: "Dead? St George's is in a
cyclical trough for sure but will come out of this down cycle."
Henry Hayward, former Mayor, ex-Parliamentarian, long-term resident of the town and St George's-based
businessman, said: "It's not dead.
"When the cruise ships are in and when the ferries come in from Dockyard, the place is very much alive.
"St George's has problems. In the morning people stream out to work in Hamilton and the rest of the island. In the
evening, they stream back in. St George's has no major employer".
The town does not have an enterprise that could be regarded as a major employer.
There is Harbour Radio, MASS (the old Meyer & Co shipyard), the re-opened police station and two public schools.
Mr. Hayward and Mr. Brackstone reckon the town cannot be sustained without the permanent presence of a major
employer such as the proposed Park Hyatt hotel complex.
Without such a mass employer, they feel that St George's will remain no more than a bedroom community sending
a stream of people into Hamilton in the morning and getting them back at night.
Mr. Brackstone is part-owner of the Bermuda Perfumery, which moved from Hamilton Parish into St George's.
Against the flow, he commutes to work in St George's.
He suggests that "an entire government department could be relocated and operate out of St George's".
He also feels that "an economic empowerment zone would be helpful in St George's... the ingredients for revival
are already in St George's."
But Mr. Hayward feels that there is a lack of "promotion of cultural tourism", which would tend to draw visitors to
the sites that enabled St George's to be accepted and designated as a World Heritage site.
E. Michael Jones, another former Mayor and longtime resident of St George's, who currently manages the town's
visitor information centre, may disagree.
He said: "We will never survive off visitors."
Mr. Jones believes St George's must "change to encourage local custom and supplement that with visitors".
Looking locally but thinking wider, Mr. Jones believes there is a large pool of potential customers the town can try
harder to reach.
He sees more than a thousand people working at L.F. Wade Airport on Southside and at Grotto Bay.
There are even more if Tucker's Point and Pink Beach are included.
He believes they could and should be attracted to shops in St George's.
Mr. Jones says the town's merchant community should see and re-position itself as the centre for shopping for
people living in Smith's and Hamilton parishes and all points east.
A salient point is that St George's offers easy free parking and good access to all of its shops.
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Some semblance of this reaching out for local trade, as well as the possibility of success, may be showing.
Both Mr. Hayward and Mr. Jones say that the restaurants in St George's seem to do a healthy trade.
Mr. Hayward said: "In the evenings, restaurants do a lot of local custom."
This trade appears to be year-round and consistent.
But Mr. Jones sees a key problem. He said: "Same old group in charge and they won't change. Is there any will to
change?"
Perhaps that sign hanging over the closed John F. Burrows liquor store and the crumbling roof and decaying roof
supports of that closed fast food eatery point towards the answer.

11/27/2009 11:28:00 AM Bermuda Sun

St. George's candidates ponder how to lure tourists back
Reviving the ailing fortunes of a community reeling from the loss of cruise ship tourism will be a central theme in
St. George's elections.
Ideas to bring visitors back to the old town dominate the manifestos of those running for office.
And despite uncertainty surrounding the future of the Corporation of St. George, pundits predict the likely victor in
next week's mayoral race will be the man who can persuade residents and business owners that he has a plan to
bring the tourists back.
St. George's today is becoming a ghost town.
A string of shops have closed, the White Horse pub is shut for the next four months, the cruise ships are gone perhaps for good - and even the commuter ferry has been cancelled.
The golf course is deserted, given over to motocross riders and dog walkers, as the town patiently waits for work to
begin on a new hotel project.
The Park Hyatt development, on the site of the old Club Med, is seen as vital to the long-term future of the town.
E. Michael Jones, the local representative for developer Carl Bazarian on that project, is among the candidates for
mayor. He has already indicated that he believes the town needs to wean itself from reliance on the cruise ships by
looking to attracting locals to St. George's on a more regular basis.
His rival Kenny Bascome, the current deputy mayor, believes emphasizing and enhancing St. George's historical
charms is the way to bring tourists back.
He said the town had not made the most of its status as a world heritage site and should look to Jamestown,
Virginia - which attracts thousands of visitors to historic tours of America's oldest English colony - as a model.
"The way it looks right now we are not going to have a cruise ship in St. George's next year so let's think outside
the box and encourage the people that do come to Bermuda to come to St. George's.
"In July we had a re-enactment of the shipwreck and people came from all over to watch. I believe that is
something that can happen on a more regular basis."
Mr. Bascome, who ran the concession stand at Tobacco Bay for 18 years and is manager of St. George's Colts
football club, believes he can bring groups like the St. George's Foundation and the Chamber of Commerce
together to work in partnership for the future of the town.
Garth Rothwell, who is running for alderman, said this was a particularly important election for St. George.
The co-owner of Robertson's Drug Store, Mr. Rothwell is making his first foray into politics.
He says he is concerned for the future of the town and believes an administration that can put ideas into action is
essential.
He also emphasized the importance of history to the future of the town.
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"St. George's is quite rightly a World Heritage Site and has historic churches, houses, forts, alleys, beaches, a real
harbour and a history second to none. This is our strength."
He has recommended a string of ideas including historic walking tours, better promotion of the town on the large
cruise ships in Dockyard and collaboration with hotels in the east to find new ways of attracting and bringing
tourists to St. George's.
"Collectively we need to improve the St. George's "product" whether it is beaches, forts, re-enactments,
restaurants, water sports, the harbour or retail. They will not come unless we offer a quality product or
experience."
He said the important thing for the new political administration would not be in finding the ideas - but in putting
them into action.
"The key to success will be in organizing the corporation to work productively with the other stakeholders to
actually get it done," he added.
Looming in the background of Wednesday's ballot is the threat that the Corporation of St. George could be taken
over by the Government.
But most of the candidates do not believe that will happen.
Mr. Bascome said it was up to the corporation to prove its worth by showing it had the ideas and the energy to
reinvigorate St. George's.
He said the town needed a political body of people that lived there and had its best interests at heart to fight for its
future.
"If we show the Government that we are serious about doing things I believe they will come on board and help us
do it."
The people of St. George's go to the polls on Wednesday to elect a mayor, three alderman and five councillors.
12/11/2009 The Royal Gazette

St. George's town-hall meeting told crime rate hasn't changed
By Owain –Johnston-Barnes
The St. George's community called for a greater Police presence last night at a town-hall meeting hosted by the
Bermuda Democratic Alliance (BDA).
And while Police Service representatives said that crime in the town had not actually increased over the past ten
years, they promised to provide increased visibility and more frequent foot patrols in the town.
Chief Inspector Tracy Adams and Superintendent Martin Weekes admitted that resources had been drawn away
from St. George's to combat crime in other parts of the Island, but insisted that crime in St. George's was not
worsening.
"If I've got people shooting each other on a regular basis in Hamilton," said Superintendent Weekes. "Then I'm
going to take people out of St. Georges and put them right there.
"Unfortunately, I couldn't just open up another box of Policemen. They have to come from somewhere."
The Superintendent said that manpower was being limited by the current budget, 90 percent of which goes toward
wages.
Similar manpower restrictions were also given as the reason why the St. George's Police Station was not open all
the time. He said that because of the condition of the building, reopening it as a fully functional Police Station is not
a practical option.
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D. Books, Magazines, Publications & Surveys
Books
1.

Planning Local Economic Development: Theory and Practice Edward J. Blakely

2.

Report on the 2000 Census of Population and Housing

3.
4.
5.

Bermuda’s Architectural Heritage - St. George’s
Bermuda, Today and Yesterday 1503-1973
Another World: Bermuda and the Rise of Modern Tourism

Census Office
Bermuda National Trust
Terry Tucker
Duncan McDowall

Magazines
1.
2.
3.

The Bermudian: Tourism 2000
The Bermudian: Tourism
RG Magazine: Heritage

May 1997
November 2000
May 2008

Publications
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

BERMUDA 2009 Cruise Ship Schedule
2oo8 Cruise Arrivals Exit Study – Year-End
st
st
Air Arrivals Exit Study January 1 – March 31 2009
Air Arrivals Flash Report First Quarter 2009
2004 Household Expenditure Report
Mid-Year Population Projections 2000 – 2030

Dept. of Marine and Ports
Total Research Associates
Total Research Associates
Total Research Associates
Dept. of Statistics
Dept. of Statistics

Surveys
1.
2.

Economic Empowerment Zone Feasibility Survey
EEZ Visitors to St. George’s Survey October 2009

Research Innovations
EEZ Agency
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